
Eva Burrell Animal Shelter 
6091W US Highway 2 

Manistique, MI  49854-9108 
(906) 341-1000 

website address: www.upebas.org  e-mail address: shelter@upebas.org 
  

 OPEN HOURS: Tuesday-Thursday-Friday 12:30 - 3:30, Wednesday 12:30 -7:00, and Saturday 9:00 - Noon  
  

Partnering to Save Lives 
Every day, thousands of unwanted pets are abandoned across the United States…but you already know that.  And 
over a million shelter animals are euthanized each year…but you already know that, too.  So why am I telling you 
stuff you already know?  To set the stage for what we’re going to talk about: why Eva Burrell Animal Shelter 
sometimes takes in animals from other shelters. 

Eva Burrell Animal Shelter proudly partners with other shelters and rescues both locally and across Michigan to help 
at-risk animals find new homes each year.  But, but, what about our own community?  Why would OUR shelter 
spend time or money helping some dog or cat from another shelter?  Don’t we have enough homeless animals 
without taking in animals from other places? 

What a sad place the world would be if everyone cared only about their own household or their own town and 
refused to lend a hand to others in need, especially when they have the resources to help.  At EBAS, we believe our 
mission extends beyond our county borders.  And that an animal in need deserves help regardless of what zip code 
they find themselves in.  While we make sure the animals in our county are taken care of first, we often have extra 
space and resources to extend a helping hand where needed.  We have a devoted staff and tireless team of volunteers 
who don’t mind the extra work of saving the occasional dog, cat, or litter of puppies or kittens who would otherwise 
end up as part of those euthanasia statistics.  We have an exceptional dog training program at Newberry Correctional 
Facility with inmates who love nothing more than to care for and train as many dogs as we can send their way.   

And don’t forget, partnerships work both ways.  EBAS takes in dogs or cats from overcrowded shelters, shelters that 
can’t deal with a particular animal like we can (with our prison training program and on-site trainer), or because of 
emergencies (like natural disasters or large seizure situations).  You’ve seen many of these special animals in 
previous newsletters or maybe even around town.  They’re some of our favorites like Blue, Jax the rottie, Stella and 
Bella and Sugar and their adorable puppies, and the ever so cute Patterdale puppies, some of whom are still at the 
Newberry Correctional Facility waiting for adoption. 

continued on page 2 
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All adoptions by donation 

"Chief" Harrison – Paul and Jo  
   Anne Wood 
*Addie* – Beverly Handel 
*Amara* – Nicole Frankovich 
*Bear* – Shelter Friends 
*Caylee* Isom Todd – Shelter  
   Friends 
*Gadget* – Sherryl and Andrew  
   Faltum 
*Gus* – The Crew at Northern Tails 
*Homer* – Joseph and Jane Barnes 
*Jozie* – John Heimerl 
*Luke* – Kayo Barker 
*Remi* – Tom and Phyllis Burge 
*Rocky* – Lee and Jan Eckblad 
*Rollie* – Byron and Kori Tossava,  
   Patricia Newby 
 
 
 
 

In Memory 
*Skittles* – Liz Hill and Doug  
   Freshner, Roger and Nancy Irie 
*Storm Todd* – Shelter Friends 
Ann Hubble – Mike and Mary  
   Hinkson and Family 
Connie Lange – Bill and Karen  
   Hearle, Shelter Friends 
Donna Barber – Rita Salter 
Ellen Gould – James Blanchard 
Gloria Rogers – Shirley Young 
Joe LaLonde – Terry Savage, Jane 
   and Terry Patz 
Larry LaLonde – Cindy and Randy  
   Olli 
Lecia Prieskorn – Sharon Prieskorn 
 

Louis Salter – Norma Ziarnik, Rita 
   Salter 
Lyle "Putter" Reid – Dj & Danielle 
   Neadow & Family 
Mary "Missy" Smith – Art and  
   Patsy Brandstatter, Yvonne Barry,  
   Clare Filiberti, Clarence and  
   Marian Herriman, Stuart and Ruth 
   Craig 
 Rusty Shorter – Judy Pokrywki 
Sally Ketchum – Robert Felkel 
Sandee Burton – Sue Maloy,  
   Melinda Graphman, Cheryl  
   Anderson, 
Wayne Parrish – Julie Hermanson,  
   Robert and Alice Mahoney, 
   Foster’s Ace Hardware, Cathy and 
   Robert Tufnell 

*Pepper* – John Heimerl 
*Pete* and *Trigger* – Ken and Barb 
   Collum 
 
 

In Honor 
The Wedding of Amanda and Igor  
   Kazakov – Debby Hagie 
Patricia Newby – Byron and Kori  
   Tossava 
 
 

Judi Behrens – Doris 
Norman 
Randy Newby's Birthday –  
   Earl and Shirley Newby 

Partnering to Save Lives – continued from page 1 

In turn, we work with these other shelters or rescues to help us place dogs or cats that haven’t been adopted by 
our small community.  This year through July, of the 117 animals we’ve taken in, 15 were from other shelters, 
or about 13%.   During the same time period, we’ve had 119 animals leave the shelter, with 23 of them going to 
other shelters, about 19%.  It’s a win/win for our partner-shelters and all the future pets, too.   

Our base of supporters extends beyond the Upper Peninsula and we value each and every one of those 
supporters.  We also believe dogs and cats have value beyond breed and location.  We hope you share this 
vision and continue to support our passion to save lives, one animal at a time.   
	

Gracie 

Henry 



     Finnegan and Quigley came home to live with us approximately 5 years ago from  
the Eva Burrell Animal Shelter. While not littermates, they are close in age and similar 
in appearance, both sporting shiny black and white coats. Finn is flashy and striking  
with his long hair and extravagant tail, and Quigley is dapper and adorable with his  
painted nose and white paws. Right away they stole my heart. 
     From day one, I should have probably foreseen that Finnegan would be a mischief- 
maker. Even when I picked him out at the shelter, he was getting into it, chewing on  
the strap of my purse and continually trying to crawl inside. This has only continued into his grown-up years 
as Finn, also known as Fuzzbutt, Finnabin, and Fluffernutter, has become a bit of a firebrand.  He is adept at 
opening cupboards, necessitating childproof locks on numerous doors. Likewise, our dear Finn has shown to 
have developed a love for chocolate and tries to routinely scavenge chocolate Pop-Tarts out of the pantry, so 
don't ever leave that door ajar. Oh, and not paying attention to him? I have to prepare to have every object 
that’s not nailed down knocked off of tables, counters, or side tables.  However, despite his little temper 
tantrums, Finn is a fantastic boy and makes up for it with excessive "love fests" where one becomes his 
favorite human in the universe, blessed with purring, rubs, adoring looks and little love bites. He is also my 
nightly bedtime companion, my morning coffee buddy - and my daughter refers to Finn as my "cat 
boyfriend." I don't disagree. 
     Quigley is perhaps the sweetest cat I have ever encountered. The day I adopted him he crawled into my 
lap two minutes after my arrival at the shelter and went to sleep. Driving home I remember telling him that 
he would be my daughter's cat, and while I have no idea how I knew that, it was absolutely true. Quigley 
sleeps with her every night, frequently napping in her room while she is at school. When my daughter picks 
him up, Quigley hugs her, placing his front paws on either side of her neck and laying his head on her 
shoulder. He does this with no one else, and it melts one's heart. We laughingly all joke that Quig's goal in 
life is to crawl back in the womb as he always wants to cuddle, content to be held like a baby, be rocked in 
your arms, and sleep for hours in your lap. That is perhaps why his nickname is Needy Baby.  At night, we 
will routinely find him under the covers with my daughter or wrapped around her head on the pillow. He also 
loves to talk, and my husband enjoys "chatting” with him in the morning, getting Quigley to respond  
with his quick bright meow, following my husband around the house as he gets ready for work. Sadly, this  
very sweet boy suffers from major  "stranger danger" so Quig's lovely personality is only enjoyed by the  
family and a few special friends, otherwise he stays out of sight of company. 
                                              While Finnegan and Quigley are two very different  
                                          kitties, they are both dearly loved for their unique 
                                          personalities and quirks, making our lives much richer.   
                                          It is always ironic to me that we say we 
                                          "rescued” them when we adopt from our local shelters,  
                                          for truly, they do so much more for us.  
 

Happy Tales about Happy Tails 
By Renee Peterson 
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Astro Mya Thumper 
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Thank You! 
Lisa Oravetz 
Liz Chartier 
Lori Latterman 
Lynn Marie Olson 
Lynne Phillipson 
Mandy Spettel 
Marilyn and Eric Oas 
Marjorie Diedrich 
Mary and Edward Leonard 
Mary Lou and John Arnold 
Mary Lou Jennings and  
   Sue Stevens 
Mary Russell 
Melinda Zeitski 
Michael and Mary Nelson 
Michael Brock 
Michelle Williams 
Molly Bonovsky Anderson 
Nan and Autumn Spawr-Seaton 
Network for Good 
Northern Tails Pet Resort 
Pamela Stephan 
Patricia Bonham 
Patricia Bosanic 
Patricia English 
Paula Hough 
Paypal Giving Fund 
Peter Caldwell 
Robbie Smiley 
Robert and Mary Fillion 
Robert Stewart and Ellen Grinde 
Ronald and Scarlet Anderson 
Roy Holcomb 
Samantha Tennyson 
Sandra Whitman 
Shannon Martin 
Sigrid Doyle 
Stephanie Goudreau 
Stephen E. Taylor Jr. 
Superior State Agency 
Susan Whitener 
Thomas and Gloria Tereshinski 
Tom and Diane Koval 
Tony Wright 
Tori Irving 
Traci Dahlquist Harris 
Tractor Supply 
Trisha McEvers 
Valerie Carroll 
Wendy Pepin 

EBAS Board 
Ed & Betty Leonard 
Elizabeth Elwart 
Elsa Couch 
Frank Schwantner 
Fred and Bea Stephenson 
Gary Swayer 
Gerald and Margaret Garland 
Girl Scout Troop 5088 
Hal and Linda McClelland 
Hallie Paquette 
Hank and Laurie Gardner 
Hannah Boudreau 
Harvey and Emeanor Wickman 
Heather and Linda Casteel 
Hiawatha Township 
Holly Lanasa Way 
IBM Employee Services 
James Ostlund 
Jane Turner 
Janet and Gregg Stoll 
Jean Ammendola and Family 
Jean and Charlie Willour 
Jennifer Wallace 
Jessica Dibble and Matt O'Leary 
Jim Sibbald 
John Leach and Anne McMullan 
John Nelson 
John Talbot and Nora Iversen 
John White 
Joseph and Judie Zerilli 
Judi Behrens 
Kalli Jurack 
Kara Ziminski 
Karen and William Hearle 
Karin Sjogren 
Kathe Nedeau 
Keith and Alice Johnson  
Keith and Debra Parshall 
Kelley Spettel 
Ken and Barb Collum 
Ken and Karen Golat 
Kittie Fairbrother 
Laura Lee Tegtman 
Laurie Rubick 
Leslie Mrozek 
Lindsey Leigh 
 

Thank You to Our Benefactors!	
Jack's Fresh Market 

mBank 
Northern Tails Pet Resort 

Petique 
Thompson Vet Clinic 

UP Papers 

*Georgie* and *Tootsie* Walton 
*Grizz* aka *Coco* and Family 
Aimee Johnson 
Alaina Jackson 
Alice Carley 
All patrons who participated in the  
   charity round up sponsored by  
   Jack's Fresh Market 
Amanda Lee Weinert 
Andre and Suzanne Rachmaninoff 
Angela Potvin 
Angie and Patricia Bosanic 
Anna Sjogren 
Antonio Adams 
Barb McBurney Wood 
Ben and Alice Carley 
Bethany Arnold Carlson 
Beverly Handel 
Bob & Mary Whinnen 
Brenda Faulkner 
Bruce Nelson 
C. David Chittenden 
C.W. Knapp 
Carol Ambeau 
Caroline Staples 
Cathy Arnold Warner 
Cherly and Ron Lohse 
Cheryl Mickley 
Christi Palmer 
Christina Hammill 
Claudia Gaeta 
Claudia Ison 
Dan & Sheila Reed 
Dana LaRose 
Daniel and Karen McLaughlin 
Daniel Rogers 
Daryl Lawrence 
David and Elaine Allore 
David and Kay Renault 
David and Peggy Groleau 
Dawn Jasmin Norman 
Debbie Cieslak Nagel 
Deborah Zielinski 
Dennis and Becky Pritchard 
Dennis and Bernardine Badal 
Diane St. Vincent-Isaacson 
Donald and Gayle Kreinbring 
Doug and Ginny Smith 
Douglas Teeters 
 
 
 



Have you lost a pet or found a stray? 
 Eva Burrell Animal Shelter          (906) 341-1000    Mstq. Public Safety  (906) 341-2133 
 Sheriff   (906) 341-2122    WTIQ Radio   (906) 341-1490 
 State Police   (906) 341-2101    Thompson Vet. Clinic                   (906) 341-2813 
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Thank You to Our Benefactors!	
Jack's Fresh Market 

mBank 
Northern Tails Pet Resort 

Petique 
Thompson Vet Clinic 

Thunder Paws 
Tractor Supply 
Treasure City 

In Our Care 
So, what’s up with this place.  Who are these people?  Hi, my name is Elvis, I am a hamster, and I don’t have a 
clue why I am at the Eva Burrell Animal Shelter.  A group of people came in and took out 39 animals and I was 
one of them, so here I am.  Wow, next day they cleaned and scrubbed my cage, wait, what is this lady doing?  Oh, 
no . . . Oh, no! She is putting me in water . . . she said I have, ummm, fleas?  Yikes . . . Oh, wait! It doesn’t feel too 
bad after all. Hmmm, I think I like it.   Holy whaaa? I have new digs.  Wow!  Things are looking up; they give me 
watermelon pieces and cherries.  This isn’t so bad after all.  Oh look, I am being, um, what’s that word, “adopted,” 
I think. 
 
Elvis has left the building! 
 
Online Review of Eva Burrell Animal Shelter: 
By Elvis Hamster - 4.5 ¶ 
Pool size: Excellent 
Sleeping: Excellent 
Food: Excellent 
 

Comments: I would have rated EBAS a 5, but the shelter director didn’t share her chocolates with me! 

Thank You to 
 
 
 
 
  

for selecting the  
Eva Burrell Animal Shelter as their  
“Round Up for Charity” nonprofit 
for the month of September 2020. 

  
Shop at Jack’s and  

Round Up for EBAS!  
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Thompson Veterinary Clinic 
G. Hoholik, DVM - T. Gustafson, DVM - H. Way, DVM  

J. Demers, DVM - R. Coyer, DVM 

What You Need to Know about DIETS and HEART DISEASE 
(the Truth about Grain-Free Diets) 

 
1.  Can pet diets cause heart problems?   
YES!  Thirty years ago, veterinarians recognized deficiency of an amino acid named taurine as the most common 
cause of dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) in cats.  DCM is a disease of the heart muscle that is characterized by an 
enlarged heart that does not function properly. Since cats cannot make their own taurine, they must ingest it to stay 
healthy.  Taurine is plentiful in most animal tissues.  Being carnivores, cats that hunt for their food derive adequate 
taurine from their diet.  However, some commercial cat foods at that time contained insufficient taurine causing 
dilated cardiomyopathy and other health issues.  As a result, pet food companies added more taurine to the foods they 
manufacture, and taurine-associated DCM in cats has all but disappeared, except in rare cases where owners feed 
unbalanced diets such as boiled poultry or vegetarian diets to cats.   

Several years later, certain dog breeds were found to also have DCM in association with taurine deficiency.  This was 
unexpected because dogs, unlike cats, are able to synthesize taurine from other amino acids in their food.  
Investigators suspected that these breeds were unable to synthetize taurine in amounts needed to replace losses, and 
these dogs resolved their cardiomyopathy in many cases when they were supplemented with high doses of taurine. 

Since that time, specific categories of diets have been sporadically implicated in heart disease, including lamb-and-
rice diets and vegan or vegetarian diets.  Most recently, Golden Retrievers have been identified as having a taurine-
deficiency-associated cardiomyopathy.   
 
2. Is the current diet-associated cardiomyopathy caused by taurine deficiency?   
The current evidence suggests that the recent outbreak of cardiomyopathy in dogs is likely not primarily related to 
taurine deficiency.  Besides the above- mentioned Golden Retrievers, no proof exists that the current outbreak of 
DCM in dogs is being caused by taurine deficiency. 
  
3. If it’s not taurine, what is the cause? 
We don’t know.  The only common link that investigators have observed is “grain-free” diets that use lentils and 
other legumes (peas) as the “base ingredient”. There are no definitive answers explaining how these diets cause the 
cardiomyopathy. 
 
4. Are all “limited ingredient” or “grain free” diets at fault? 
Some dogs are prescribed diets to diagnose and treat allergies.  Such diets might include a limited number of 
uncommon ingredients, such as salmon, kangaroo, potatoes, peas, etc.  At this point, no therapeutic diets 
manufactured by the major pet food manufacturers (Hills, Purina, Royal Canin) have been associated with current 
cases of diet-associated cardiomyopathy.  

There is no medical or nutritional indication for “grain free” diets, although some veterinary therapeutic diets 
recommended to diagnose and treat allergies are also grain free.  They are chosen because the ingredients happen to 
be novel for the specific patient, but they are not used because they lack grains per se.  Grain free is simply a 
marketing category and there is no specific benefit. The June 2019 FDA report titled “Dog Food Brands Named 
Most Frequently in DCM Cases Reported to FDA” lists the brands implicated and ranks them by number of 
associated cases of DCM and can be found online.  

continued on page 7 
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In Honor 
EBAS Board – Patricia Newby 
EBAS Staff and Volunteers – Ron 
   Pavlik 
Kathe Nedeau – Shelter Friends 
Linda Globler and Dennis 
Schornack's Cats – Bob and Jean 
   Williams 
Linda Globler and Dennis 
Schornack's Cats – Sarah Ann   
   Willams 
 
 
 

*Binks* – Bob and Jean Williams 
*Damon* – Ron Pavlik 
*Lucky*, *Ginger*, *Sparky*, 
*Sunshine*, *Sammy* and 
*Buddy* – Jane and Roman  
   Kujacznski 
*Oreo* and *Kolby* – Nancy and  
   Jeff Heeman 
*Ruby* – Gerald and Lois Fighter 
*Steve* – Glen and Gloria Hansen 
Bruce and Judi Behrens – Rick  
   Michalski 
 
 

Matt O'leary – Patrick O'leary 
Nana – The Kidlets 
Patricia Newby – Char and Dan  
   Crosby 
Rita Salter – Thomas and Phyllis  
   Burge 
Rosalyn and her Pack – Kayo  
   Barker 
The Campion Family  – Bob and  
   Jean Williams 
Vidar and Julie Nygren – Shelter  
   Friends 
 

Diets and Heart Disease – continued from page 6 
 
5. What Should I do if my dog eats a grain-free legume-based or other implicated diet? 
First, check the ingredient label and if peas or lentils are the main ingredient consider changing to a diet that contains 
grains.  Second, if you are reluctant to change the diet, consult your veterinarian about having an echocardiogram to 
see if your dog has evidence of cardiomyopathy.  If your dog is found to be affected, even if there are no clinical 
signs, change the diet to a grain-based commercial diet.  Third, if you have a dog that is “at risk” for taurine 
deficiency (American Cocker Spaniel, Golden Retriever, Newfoundland, and Dalmatian) and eating an implicated 
diet, have blood taurine levels checked.  If taurine levels are low, consider an echocardiogram, diet change, and 
supplemental taurine.   
  
6. What about cats? 
A few cat cases have been reported to the FDA, but the numbers are too small to say anything definitive.  This 
appears to be primarily a dog problem. 
  
7. Bottom line take away message? 
Do not feed grain free diets unless they have been prescribed by a veterinarian and are produced by a major 
therapeutic diet dog food manufacturer. Remember that so-called “boutique” diets may not be appropriate for 
dogs and discuss their use with your veterinarian.  Remember that the price of the diet does not necessarily correlate 
with the quality of the diet.  And be sure to discuss your dog’s diet with your veterinarian at all veterinary visits. 

We Miss You! 
  
Over the last few months, life has changed in ways few of us could have ever imagined. Summer, usually busy 
with parades, cookouts, and celebrations, slipped by and here we are almost into fall. The shelter, once open and 
welcome to the public, has now been closed except for appointments. Our volunteers and staff have been 
reduced to keep everyone at a safe social distance. In addition, we have had to cancel the majority of our 
fundraisers. It has been sad not to see the faces of our community at these fun and very important events.  

We miss you, and still need your support! Sending a donation isn’t as much fun as visiting over hot bowls of 
homemade soups or finding some “treasure” at the yearly rummage sale, but the need is still very real and has 
not been put on hold, like so much has been, due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Please know that we are here, 
fighting the good fight, and hoping to see you all very soon. Stay safe, be kind to one another, and thank you so 
very much for your support!!  

 

EVENTS 
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Eva Burrell Animal Shelter Mission Statement 
The Eva Burrell Animal Shelter (EBAS) believes that it has the ability and power to effect change one animal at a time. It is our goal 
to be worthy of their lives, to be enriched by their presence and not to miss the lessons they teach. We pledge to educate, to lead by 

example, to learn, to help when and where we can, to be diligent in our fundraising, and to be worthy of the trust placed in us. 

Meetings of EBAS are held the second Wednesday of every month, 5 p.m. in the First Baptist Church on Walnut St. in 
Manistique.  You’re invited to join us in the efforts to care for a community of animals. 
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Eva Burrell 
Animal Shelter 

6091W US Highway 2 
Manistique, MI 49854-9108 

    

Eva Burrell Animal Shelter 
6091W US Highway 2 

Manistique, MI 49854-9108 
906-341-1000 

                www.upebas.org or                                
shelter@upebas.org 

Yes, I want to assist the shelter in its work. My tax-deductible donation will help 
the shelter in this mission. 
 
I support the mission and would like to make a contribution of $_____________. 
 
I would like to sponsor an adoption with a contribution of $75. 
 
I would like to be a “Friend of the Shelter” and apply for membership 
   Business - $50   Family - $15   Individual - $10   Senior - $5   Student - $5 
 
Name:   ___________________________________________________ 
 
Street Address:  ___________________________________________________ 
 
City, State, Zip:  ___________________________________________________ 
 

  
 Yes, I would like to be listed as a contributor in your newsletter 
  
  

Current	Resident	or	

2020#3	


